Unlocking Our Coastal Heritage Project
South Down Common, Beer, East Devon
A staged programme of archaeological investigations
comprising an earthwork survey, aerial photographic
transcription, geophysical survey and targeted trench
excavation was undertaken on land at South Down
Common by AC archaeology during June and July 2011.
The surveys were carried out as part of the ‘Unlocking
Our Coastal Heritage’ project led by the South West
Coast Path Team, which aims to improve the visitor
experience along the South West Coast Path.
A number of features were identified during the earthwork survey and aerial
photographic transcription, which are indicative of later prehistoric and/or RomanoBritish settlement and subsistence. Medieval/post-medieval cultivation remains were
also identified across the main survey area and its immediate environs. The later
prehistoric/Romano-British features include the remains of a sub-circular hillslope
enclosure within the survey area, together with three possible enclosures in the
immediate vicinity. The main enclosure appears to be associated with a relict
prehistoric field system, which was later superseded by medieval/post medieval
cultivation, surviving variously as field boundaries and ridge and furrow. The
geophysical survey results were disappointing
with very few of the responses appearing to tie in with features recorded during the
earlier earthwork survey, the aerial photographic transcription and the subsequent
targeted trench excavation.
Very few archaeological features were identified during the targeted trench excavation,
with the only recorded in situ feature comprising a very shallow, east to west
orientated linear ditch , which was identified in the vicinity of the probable entrance of
the principal enclosure identified during the earthwork survey. The majority of the
finds from the excavation comprise sherds of Roman pottery dating to the 3rd to 4th
century AD, which was recovered from an occupation layer within the main enclosure.
This layer partially sealed the original earthwork bank of the enclosure. A fragment of
copper alloy bracelet was also recovered from the occupation layer together with a
quantity of beach pebbles. Evidence for earlier activity is represented by a small
Neolithic/early Bronze Age assemblage of worked flint.

Dissemination of results for archaeological work at Beer Head
The post excavation report was found to be too technical and specialist in nature to
allow the results of the excavation to be communicated to a wider less specialist
audience.
AC Archaeology have undertaken to provide the text for a series of boards that will
explain the significance of the archaeology at Beer Head. This is accompanied with
photographs, maps and reconstruction drawings , these have been sourced, drawn or
commissioned by AC Archaeology and put into a portfolio.
Text and images have been vetted by the Devon County Archaeologist for authenticity
and accuracy.
This content has been given to a designer who turned them into boards that will be
installed within the Beer Heritage Centre or loaded upon websites as PDF’s. QR codes
of these pages can also be disseminated to make this information more readily
available.
The resolution of the various images makes them unsuitable for attachments to emails,
but copies have been given to the Devon HER for use in future talks or documents.

Lessons learnt, the large period of time needed between tendering for such work
and actually receiving the finished product this requires reassessment of project time
lines.
Added value, Design input supplied free of charge by EDDC in-house designer ,
printing of foamex board funded by AONB Partnership.
Below are photographs of the finished boards in situ within the Heritage Centre.

